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On protocol

1-1. Project Background and Blockchain Adaptedness 

“We are all ordinary, but we are all particularly extraordinary.”


Everyone is not ordinary in some aspects. We all are ordinary, but special and 
extraordinary in certain areas. Kind, form and degree of talent may differ but people 
possess superior ability and talents in certain areas and fields. However, very few people 
utilize their hidden talents in life.


“This project is a discourse and a solution to economic coexistence  
of amateurism and professionalism. ”


Professionals are those who utilize their talents properly and make money from it. 
However, it is difficult to deny that professionalism meaning based on economic gains is 
already bubble-wrapped and over-packed by capitalization and commercialization. 
Nevertheless, is it reasonable to make much money under the name of professional? 
Opposingly, is it contradictory if economic return is given to amateurs? It may be a 
contradiction by definition but it may not deviate from the essence if you are enjoying it 
purely and reasonably rewarded.


'Hidden talent' is in fact purely enjoying and improving craft, but it is just not being shared 
to the world. But perhaps amateurism may posses more power to impress and inspire 
people since it’s based on free flowing creativity and innocent motives that can’t be 
brought about by professionalism where economic gain is the ultimate goal and pressure.


“Talents are becoming more diverse and valuable exceeding current boundaries  
and On Protocol is the groundwork for it. ”


How can we delimit the rage of talent? In a civilized society, talents have been categorized 
and standardized, but they are becoming increasingly obscure. With the change of 
cognition and power of network, category and norms of talent are gradually breaking 
resulting in expansion of diversity of talents. In line with these social changes, we thought 
it would be great if we could introduce a platform using block chain and artificial 
intelligence technology for people to express and utilize talent beyond existing framework, 
assist economic activities and help achieve self-realization. This is the beginning of the 
project. Through this project, people can be valued in more rational way for their efforts 
and talents and their values and benefits will be distributed in more democratic system.

I. Project Philosophy and Background
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There are a number of reasons why people have not been aggressively challenging 
themselves with their hidden talents, such as doubts on income generation, lack of time 
and fear for comparison and criticism. Much more challenges will be made if we are able 
to go beyond these reasons, if the challenge is not difficult, challenge itself is enjoyable 
and even economic return can be achieved. We do not want to invite everyone to the 
professional world, but we want to open up a space where people can express their 
talents through the easiest and closest access, and we want to expose them to the world 
even once. In other words, not only high-level talents but a lot of people even with small 
talents will take part in the challenge if they can be recognized in the process of challenge 
which will also include rewards. This will create a market of huge talent pool, never seen 
before in size and much bigger than current pool of professional talents.


For example who can cook better between Michelin star chef and my grandmother? It’s 
not easy to answer. Because depending on the situation, the ability or talent can be 
evaluated differently. Don’t you think that your grandmother's talent in cooking can be 
evaluated as well? Is my grandmother's home cooked meal less tasty compared to that of 
famous chefs?


In fact, we think that there are much more talents than we have recognized so far and we 
should be able to respect the various talents of people around us. And if we can provide 
the opportunity to value and reward these talents, wouldn’t it make people happier and 
more motivated?


The definition of talent is changing. For instance, reviewing games and even just eating 
foods are now good contents and talents. So this is the time for many different talents to 
come out and show off. On Protocol is the groundwork for it.
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1-2. Change of the Era and Significance of the Project 

“The Era Of Hyperconnected & Decentralized Individuals 

with Increased Competence.”


We have historically used the term mass or public for ordinary people. Public has dual 
status one as sovereigns of a country and at the same time objects of reign. But 
historically public (most of the people) were usually governed by elites as political objects 
or fundamentals to maintain their wealth and power. But the time is changing. The public 
is not the former masses because of the change in the social perception and rapidly 
expanding network technology. The mass of limited information acquisition and limited 
self-expression is already over.


The public is moving forward two directions: autonomy and diversity. Diversity is produced 
and expanded on the basis of autonomy, and the ordinary people of the present day, have 
much more diverse and clear 'interpretation and view' of what happens in the world than 
ever before. Now, they are not persuaded or brainwashed by the power elites, but they 
judge, make decisions and actively promote their 'opinions' in society. Digital technology 
and Internet are the catalysts that exploded the autonomy and diversity of the public. 
Current masses of people with existing network environments already have different 
phases and powers compared to old days.


The terms used to denote new forms of public are 'Decentralized Individuals’ of Yochai 
Benkler 1) ,' Networked Individualism’ of Barry Wellman2)  and Peer Individualism. Behind 
these concepts of replacing old characteristics of public is emergence of social system 
called the network information society. To sum up these explanations, the masses 
standing at the edge of the elite no longer exist. There is no public as a homogeneous and 
uniform group. There are individuals with opinions, personality and competence. They are 
connected and they expand synergies through collaboration. Among the core 
technologies of the block chain, the flow of P2P technology as the foundation of society is 
a symptom of fading of the old public. Now, the masses are transforming into networked 
individuals who are self-asserted, profitable and power-generating. Seemingly dispersed 
individuals with more capabilities than ever before, unite and scatter according to their 
interests and themes.


In this sense, uniformed information to networked individuals is useless and worthless. 
Here is why customized information that can contribute to their value and benefit is useful 
for each lives. If we focus only on 'connected' by the network, we will still stick to 
production of uniformed information, but if we focus on ‘individuals' we will focus our 
energy on their various interests and benefits.
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As described above, we can say that this age is 'the era of decentralized and 
hyperconnected individuals with increased competence'. Individual competence is 
growing and expanding with the change of social cognition and development of 
technology. The reason for increase in individual capacity is rapid spreading and sharing 
of information, opportunities of direct and indirect learning and various expressions and 
collaborative developments through SNS and video platform. The opportunity to be 
exposed by these IT technologies is strengthening individual intellectual ability, talent and 
creativity and the value monopolization of the power elite group (professionals, etc.), 
which has been taken for granted, will gradually spread and expand down to the 
networked individuals by demands of  democratic change and implementation of capable 
systems via technologies such as block chain and artificial intelligence. 

Business philosophy

As is

To be

“seeking to change talent and profit distribution; 

distribution of wealth through technology and strategy”

the pursuit of economic compatibility between amateurism and professionalism.
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How can we expand opportunities for talent exposure of individuals with increased 
competence? This project, which started with this above question is to reinterpret talents 
and abilities of ordinary and particularly extraordinary individuals and allow more people 
to express, communicate and appreciate their talents


Block chain of On Protocol is the key technology that promotes this and rationally 
implements decentralization and democratization based on strong security and technically 
promote win-win growth. The characteristics of such a block chain are that it allows to 
move away from original distribution scheme where profits are already preoccupied by 
small number of power groups, thereby allowing more free and diverse individual 
capabilities to be proven and compensated reasonably. It is a technology that allows 
individuals with increased competence to strengthen their networks to best express their 
talents and abilities without greedy intermediaries, and they will help each other realize 
their dreams in their hearts.

Project Slogan

Turn Your Thought 
Turn your  Energy 
Turn your   Talent 
Turn your    Value

On 
On 
On 
On

The meaning of symbol

Hexahedron of 3 Dimension : 

Hexagon of 2 Dimension :


Up and Down Combined Two Pyramids at Center :

A Block of Blockchain

Stable and Robust Structure

Economic compatibility between amateurism 

and professionalism
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“Activate people's hidden talents and promote transactions between individuals 
or between business and individuals” 

2-1. On Protocol Concept 
On Protocol, based on Hyperledger Fabric technology and natural language processing 
technology using deep learning, is a blockchain mainnet that activates people's hidden 
talents and promotes transactions between individuals or between business and 
individuals. In addition, it is also a C2C2B shared economic protocol that allows not only 
professionals but also ordinary people to express their talents as creators and curators 
through FANZY, a 1st DApp service linked to the On protocol, and link them to economic 
activities.


Creators are people who create contents such as video, other products and services by 
utilizing their talents and curators are people who research and collect such content 
assets to inform the world and create economic added value. These people can create a 
variety of content through DApp services based on On Protocol, and create economic 
returns in new ways that have never been before.


Blockchain's role in the On Protocol is a reliable ledger for transactions when generating 
economic benefit from contents, and is the basis for global trading across ages, races, 
and borders. Natural language processing using deep learning analyzes these 
transactions and activity logs in DApp service, and quantifies and systematically 
numeralizes the contribution and influence of creators and curators. Influencers, for 
example, have an influence that is transparently evaluated by people who can substitute 
factitious manipulated like numbers or follow numbers. This contribution and influence is 
called the Proof of Contribution (POC).

II. On Protocol
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“Pursuing the incentive economy” 

The On protocol pursues and advocates 'Incentive Economy' for the first time in the world. 
Companies often seek to revitalize their businesses by giving rewards (points or mileage) 
to users or customers as marketing techniques. Incentive economy is not just providing 
rewards, but actively provides economic benefits based on the contributions of the user, 
making the user truly the owner of the platform. If a company actively allocates half of its 
profits to users, shareholders or executives and employees may object, but if it can grow 
the pie of its business with users by 100 to 1,000 times, which would it be wise to 
choose?


To pursue a future platform is to actively share economic benefits with users and expand 
the ecosystem together. In other words, it seeks active distribution of wealth through 
technology and strategy, and wants to make society more democratic.

The existing argument that users are the owner of the platform is no longer convincing. To 
build an incentive economy properly, companies must boldly and actively share profits 
with users and have a transparent system to do so. 




On protocol

As It was explained before, On protocol makes people's contribution and influence to the 
ecosystem rise to the surface with a POC(Proof Of Contribution) and create a new market 
for creators, curators and their fans or general users by providing a reliable and global 
basis for use in transactions between individuals or between businesses and individuals. 
Generating new economic additional values as a market, it is called “Creator’s Market” For 
Creator’s Market, Fanzy, On Protocol’s first DApp, provides marketing and commercial 
functions.

Company

User

CuratorCreator

 Revenue Contribution Marketing and Sales Request

FX & Fanzy Payment

Service Use 


Transacton Contribution

Fanzy Wallet 

Creator’s Market

DApp Services

Fanzy & FX Incentive

Video Contents for

Product or Service

Contents Research 

And Curate

Fanzy Incentive

Selling

Product or 


Service

Fanzy  & FX

Payment

Fanzy Incentive

Swap with FX coin

Contents or 

Promotion

Request 

POCPOC 

Crypto Exchange

Ledger
Swap

Two  

tokens
POC Incentive


POOL

On Protocol

1st DApp FANZY

MyShop 
(Creator’s Market)

 Revenue Contribution  Revenue Contribution

Contents or 

Promotion

Request 
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For Creator’s Market, FANZY, On Protocol’s first DApp, provides marketing and 
commercial functions. Creator's Market, provided by FANZY, provides users with content 
such as products and services based on video contents. 

 
This Creator's Market will pursue and create an era of V-Commerce 3.0 that is led and 
trusted by the public, beyond the current era of V-Commerce 2.0 built by influencer and 
companies using various social networking platforms.
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V-Commerce 3.0

V-Commerce 2.0V-Commerce 1.0

2000 ~ 2010


TV Program Producer, distribution firms 


TV, PC


Details and uses of a product


TV home shopping, utilizing video 
contents in e-commerce

Year: 


Leader:


Device:


Contents: 


Features:

2010 ~ Now


Influencers, firms, MCN


PC, Mobile


+ Interesting characteristics


Utilizing various SNS, Shopping Mall, 
YouTube, many platforms 

Year: 


Leader:


Device:


Contents: 


Features:

2020 ~


+ The individuals and participants who need to do both marketing and sales


Mobile


+ VLOG, blockchain


Utilizing incentive and ecosystem of cryptocurrency, private trade account 
based on blockchain

Year: 


Leader:


Device:


Contents: 


Features:
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2-2.�Token�Economy�:�Cryptocurrency�Fanzy,�and�FX�

2-2-1.�Token�Economy�Update�Overview�:�Aug.�2020�update�version�
In the existing On protocol, there existed ① fanzy tokens that were provided as rewards 
and used for payment, and ② FX coins that were supplied to the exchange to provide 
financial resources in line with the growing demand of the ecosystem. Users could only 
buy and sell FX coins on the exchange. In addition, it was a structure in which business 
participants in the On Protocol ecosystem could use FX coins as a payment method for 
advertisements and stores.


However, in this structure, the role of FX coins is limited, and users are limited to the 
structure that only handles fanzy tokens within the App service. This was a structure that 
prevented the flow of virtual assets circulating in the relationship between the On Protocol 
ecosystem and DApp services, so the structure that can increase the value of virtual 
assets by smoothly circulating both fanzy tokens and FX coins is changed as follows. .


The key to the changes is that FX coins are provided directly to users as rewards, and they 
can be converted into fanzy tokens or cashed directly on the exchange, so they can be 
used in real life as a simple payment method such as KaKao Pay.

Before After

Overview

1. fanzy token : Inecentive & Payment 
token


2. FX : Coin for Exchange Market

3. It is a structure in which FX coins are 

supplied to the exchange by 
depositing fanzy tokens to secure 
compensation resources.

1. fanzy token : Easy Payment token

2. FX : Inecentive, Payment &  Coin for 

Exchange Market

3. Swap FX to fanzy and use it for in-

service payment.

fanzy 
token

1. As much as you contribute within the 
DApp service, it is provided as a 
reward to users.


2. Used when paying for products and 
services within DApp services.

1. Use as Easy Payment.  
(ex. KaKao Pay)

FX 
Coin

1. It is supplied to the exchange only by 
the growth of the ecosystem and the 
demand of users, providing cash 
resources for fanzy token incentives 
and payments.


2. It is used as a payment method for 
advertisements and stores.

FANZY�EXCHANGE�(FX)�Coin�
1. It is supplied to the exchange only by 

the needs of the ecosystem growth 
resources and the demand of users.


2. The contributions made within the 
ecosystem growth and DApp service 
are provided as rewards to users.


3. It is provided as a payment method 
for specific products.


4.   It is used as a payment method for 
advertisements and stores.


5. It is converted to a fanzy token and 
used as a simple payment method.
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2-2-2. Fanzy token and FX coin, what are virtual assets for? 
Blockchain technology should be a means to give value to people, not purpose. The On 
Protocol started with the idea that it has a significant value for all actions other than the 
malicious purpose of people. As a realization method for this, we tried to add value to the 
actions and contributions of blockchain participants with a specific token.

 
In addition, in order to be widely used in real life and function appropriately as a currency 
beyond the means as a virtual asset investment, price stability and accurate use must be 
structured. There have been several stable token projects that combine the positive 
aspects of fiat currency and Bitcoin, the first virtual asset, but there are only a few projects 
with the structure, planning, and execution power used in real life.


We introduce fanzy, a value-fixed token for simple payment, and FX, a value-proof coin, 
which have three core functions: incentive for users' contribution to the ecosystem, and 
price fixation and value increase as virtual assets.


On protocol's fanzy token is a value-fixed token of the POC (Proof Of Contribution) proof 
method. Participants can convert FX coins to fanzy tokens and use them as a easy 
payment method both online and offline. Fanzy tokens have a fixed price and are widely 
used in real life. If fanzy token is a payment method token, FX coin is a token for the value 
of the service. FX Coin is provided as an incentive in DApp services, and its value changes 
fluidly as the service grows.


The part that On Protocol contributes to the blockchain-based virtual asset paradigm is its 
utility in real life and rewards for ecosystem contributors. As few as few, as many as many, 
contributors can receive incentives reasonably, and they can buy and sell various goods 
and services in real life, which will serve as an important example as a practical example 
of virtual assets.


*FX : X is an abbreviation for Exchange, and it refers to a token that creates value on a 
virtual asset exchange.
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2-2-3. Decentralized FX coins supplied only by demand 
DApp service users can receive FX coins as rewards and cash them directly at the 
exchange, or convert them to fanzy tokens for easy payment and use them as a means of 
purchasing products and services within the ecosystem. FX coins that have flowed into 
the On protocol due to the conversion of fanzy tokens are converted into cash at the 
exchange and become a resource for payment. Since the issuance of FX coins is limited, 
the OnHub Foundation may purchase them on the exchange to provide compensation, 
and users may purchase them on the exchange for settlement or investment purposes.


In the On protocol, there is the first FX coin reward POOL. There is a conversion algorithm 
between the second FX coin (ERC20) and the fanzy token (Hyperledger Fabric Native 
Token). Lastly, there is a process in which FX coins are supplied to the exchange in order 
to provide financial resources for simple payment of fanzy tokens.


These structures and functions form a circular structure in which the use of fanzy tokens 
and FX coins increases as the number of users in the ecosystem increases, and eventually 
the value of FX coins increases. Therefore, it realizes a decentralized token economy in 
which FX coins are distributed only by supply and demand within the ecosystem.


FX Incentive POOL Swap FX <> fanzy

1st DApp

On protocol

User

Crypto Exchange

FX coin rewards

1. Use as a payment method
2. Swap with fanzy token

FX Coin
Sell & Buy

FX Coin Sell

FX Coin Buy

Users UP 

Usage UP 

Value UP
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2-2-4. The relationship between the increase in the value of FX coins and rewards 
according to user growth 
Assuming that DApp users increase by drawing J-curve, the amount of rewards issued for 
FX coins also increases proportionately. If the DApp service MAU exceeds 200 million 
people in 40 months, a total of 3 billion rewards will be released to users for 40 months. 
The case after the complete issuance of FX coins will be explained in detail in the next 
chapter.


FX coin rewards are provided to users by a set logic for actions that lead the next 
generation V-Commerce market. If the price of FX coins on the exchange is 100 won, 
users will receive FX coins worth up to 1 million won on average from 200,000 won.


 


The price of FX coins on the exchange is determined only by supply and demand, and 
demand and supply occur in the following cases, and demand is always maintained to be 
greater than supply, leading to an increase in the value of FX coins.

Time

FX coin value rise curve according to MAU forecast

MAU
FX coin value
Monthly FX Coin Reward Distribution

Demand Factor 
(Reason to buy)

Supply Factor 
(Readon to sell)

User

1. Investment expectations due to 
rising FX coin value


2. Obtaining FX coins for swap to fanzy 
tokens  
* In order to make easy payments 
with fanzy tokens, the insufficient 
amount is purchased at the 
exchange.

1. Cash by selling FX coins on the 
exchange 
* Realize return on investment

Ecosystem

Player

1. Payment for Ad. Solution

2. Payment for entering commerce None

On Protocol 1. To allocate FX coins to the reward 
POOL 1. Financing for the use of FX coins

 MAU : 2.5 million 
 FX : 80 million

 MAU : 10 million 
 FX : 340 million

 MAU : 100 million 
 FX : 23 billion
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2-2-5. After the complete issuance of FX coins, about issuance of FX coins 
The complete issuance of FX coins means successful activation of the service, and it 
means that the circulation of FX coins is smooth. This means the success of the DApp 
service, and it means that the revenue from the service is sufficient. If the FX coin 
circulation is smooth, the amount of FX coins flowing into the On Protocol will increase, 
and the amount distributed in the market will be larger than the total issuance. FX coins 
are issued finitely, but in the market, a larger amount will be circulated by the coin 
circulation speed. In addition, you can use a portion of the service revenue to buy FX 
coins on the exchange and prepare for user compensation.


The fanzy token issuance and the conversion function using FX coins are maintained 
even after the full issuance of FX, and the circulation of FX coins within the ecosystem is 
maintained. If the circulation speed of FX coins increases further and becomes higher 
than the reward circulation speed, it can be judged that the market needs to issue 
additional FX coins. In this case, the OnHub Foundation may issue additional FX coins 
after sufficient agreement with the ecosystem participants.


2-2-6. Mining method 

POC : Proof Of Contribution

Proof-of-work (POW), proof-of-stake (POS), and proof-of-contribution (POD) are 
representative methods of proof. There are problems with the concentration of funds. 
Accordingly, verification methods that supplement the shortcomings or maximize the 
advantages are emerging.


The On Protocol's fanzy token and FX coin apply the Proof of Contribution Stake (POC). 
This is a method of proving token acquisition through incentives and purchases for 
participants' contribution activities (viewing, posting, participation, etc.) within DApp 
platforms.


“Mining..Not Computing Power, But Human Power”

(Tokenized Incentivizing System for Contributing Behavior of All Participants)
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2-2-7. Fiat Reserve Requirement System 

Rewarded or acquired through purchase, Fanzy can be used to purchase goods or 
services in the Creator's Market. In addition, it can be exchanged for fiat currency through 
On Protocol's own exchange office, which operates through FFRS.

 

*FFRS (Fanzy2Fiat Reserve System, Fanzy’s Fiat Reserve Requirement System): Stores 
reserves of mined and issued FX through Fanzy's deposit and profits generated through 
the following resources, prepares for payment, and performs currency exchange 
according to cash exchange demand.


  A. Additional Resources For Fiat Reserve Requirement System

     -Cash Inflow from users’ Fanzy Purchase

     -Selling FX linked to the rewarded Fanzy deposit

     -Part of advertising revenue

     -Part of commerce revenue

     -Part of the initial token investment


  B. Reserve Rate

    Fiat Reserve Requirement Rate For (Sold Fanzy Amount + Rewarded Fanzy Amount) = 
100%+@


  C. Stability Policy For Early Stage

    - Minimum Exchange Amt : 10,000 Fanzys

    - Locking Period : 30days
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2-3. About Basic Technology 
Among the core technologies of above-mentioned On Protocol, POC generation 
algorithm, Fanzy and POC transaction processing and Fanzy reward algorithm have been 
verified by developing an alpha version with Ethereum hardfork. As a result, the On 
Protocol was developed based on Hyperledger Fabric(version 1.2) for following reasons. 
Nodes that have undergone specific verification procedures can participate and anyone 
can develop DApp to promote service in the On Protocol.

A.  As a module architecture, it is compatible with other DApp and protocols

B.  Differentiated implementation of consensus algorithm for each DApp

C.  Modularization of own algorithm

D.  Increase block creation speed

E.  Definition and operation function between networks (channels) of nodes

Characteristics Ethereum Ref. 5) Hyperledger Fabric Ref. 6)

Description of the 
Platform Generic Blockchain Platform Modular Blockchain Platform

Release History July 2015 July 2017

Crypto Currency
Native : Ether

Tokens (Usage, Work) via Smart 
Contract

Native : None

But it can create Native Currency 
and Token via Chaincode

Governance
Ethereum Developers

Enterprise Ethereum Alliance

Linux Foundation

IBM

Consensus
Mining based on PoW

All participants need to agree

Ledger Level

Selective Endorsement. Consensus 
can be even within a channel with 
select parties instead of everyone.

Transaction Level

Network Permissionless, Public or Private Permissioned, Private

State Account Data
Key-value Database

Transaction Log, World State

Smart Contracts Solidity Chaincode (GoLang, Node.js)

Development 

Languages GoLang, C++, Python Java, Node.js, Python (Post 1.0)

Ethereum vs Hyperledger Fabric

16
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Based on block chain and artificial intelligence technology, On Protocol performs the 
following functions.


A. fanzy token and POC transaction

B. Classification and systematization of # (qualitative evaluation) using AI technology

C. Talent expression, proof of contribution(POC generation) and Fanzy reward for 

talent utilization

D. Fanzy incentive transaction

E. Switching function of FX coin and fanzy token


Service DApp is an application that can be used by users in the form of mobile & web, and 
performs the following functions.


A. Provide space to express talent 

B. Evaluation of talent based NLP technology using deep learning


a. Communication on content and talent (comments, conversations, text, voice, video, etc.)

b. Content and creator recommendation (including Tagging and sharing features)

c. Review and evaluation of talent use

d. Creator support


C. Fanzy wallet features available on/offline

D. Verification of Fanzy and POC

E. Wallet functions of FX coin

F. Switching function of FX coin and fanzy token

17
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Mind map that was the clues of Protocol and DApp

Talent

Can develop ability People do not recognize it. Can not save

Can not see talent Can not earn money

Quantification Incentive

Training appeal uses

SNS Share�your�interests

Users with similar tastesAI Matching Training

Buy with cryptocurrency

Incentive for Evaluation

Incentive for UtilizationCreating added value

 in the market

Classified by AI

People give value 

to cryptocurrency

AI matches where you need it

Buy with cryptocurrency

DApp

Protocol
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Hyperledger Fabric is a distributed, open source platform based on modular architecture 
with high degree of confidentiality, resiliency, flexibility and scalability. It supports plug-
and-play of various components including proof of agreement, enabling implementation of 
various DApp applications. 

2-3-1. P2P NW 

A. Node has the role of peer, endorser, and orderer.

B. Peer stores transaction contents and updates with new contents.

C. Endorser provides proof of agreement on the contents of the transaction and 

guarantees the contents of the transaction by signing.

D. Orderer provides communication channels and defines and manages the order of 

the blocks.

E. Each node has information about itself and exchanges it for communication.

F. Each node sends and receives messages using untraceable messaging protocol.

G. DApp can communicate with peer using the SDK.

Chaincode

Identity Management

Consensus Algorithm

Blockchain Data

P2P NW

19
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2-3-2. Blockchain Data 

A. Transmit and receive transactional information about the quantitative POC and its 
data about talents and efforts.


B. Contents of talent, Fanzy and POC are kept in different transactions and channels.

C. Information is encrypted and interpreted with a hash function and Hex value.

D. Transaction and RW (Reads & Writes) sets, and authentication information 

registration

E. Record transaction execution result and snapshot in KVS type state DB.

F. Save the conversion record for FX coins and fanzy tokens.

G. Save the deposit and withdrawal records of FX coins.


2-3-3. Consensus Algorithm 

A. Only nodes that have undergone a specific validation process in advance 
(Permissioned mode) can participate.


B. Endorser-order model is the method for proof of agreement. 3 consensus steps of 
endorsement, ordering, and validation processes are followed.


2-3-4. Identity Management 

A. All participant identities are managed within protocol ecosystem.

B. Entity, participant and asset and Smart Contract management.

C. Management of system components such as network, server and execution 

environment.

D. Object information management for compatibility with other protocols and DApp.

E. User identity management within the On Protocol’s DAPP and realize Single Sign 

On.


2-3-5. Chaincode 

A. Smart contract such as talent generation algorithm, Fanzy/POC transaction 
processing and Fanzy incentive algorithm is programmed with Chaincode.


B. Fanzy is defined via Chaincode as the native currency.

C. POC is defined via Chaincode as the talent value calculated from # & deposited 

Fanzy.

20
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2-3-6. NLP based on Deep Learning 

A. The qualitative evaluation of talents is organized by systematic evaluation through 
three stages of natural language processing, understanding/generation and 
classification.

Support:�more�I�see�more�attractive�it�gets�+�10�fanzy

Comment: Great voice!
Excellent singer! + 5 fanzy

Review:�thanks�for�singing�at�ou
r�wedding�

ceremony.�All�my�friends�were�impressed�

with�your�voice.�

Comment:�hope�your�debut�asap
Recommend:�@GW�this�shirts�looks�

great!�Would�you�like�one?

Output Data: Systematic Assessment

Properties

fashion

Individuality

voice

dance

Charm

Fandom

Response

positive

native

positive

positive

positive

native

frequency

0.62

0.01

0.91

0.87

0.74

0.12

talent weight

0.28213

0.25791

0.48767

0.40761

0.35696

0.20801

Fanzy

0

2

91

120

357

236

POC generation algorithm

Input : Uder Activity log + Support Fanzy

Output : POT  
* It is an example, it may be different 
from the actual

Natural Language 
Understanding and Generation

Relationship extraction

Interpretation of meaning of sentence unit

Summarization by morpheme unit

Analysis of positive and negative

NLP

Tagging by morpheme unit

Word embedding

NLC

Category classification

Give relevance
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2-4. Business Ecosystem 
On Protocol is a blockchain protocol and the ground of the ecosystem as a business 
platform. It is the blockchain ground of those are FANZY, the first DApp that expresses the 
talents of participants and functions as v-commerce, and the other DApps that develop as 
the on-series, and reverse DApps from the outside.

22

 Chinese 
On

Reverse

DApp

English 
On

First DApp, and serves as a 
platform that provides user pool and 
commerce of On-Series DApps.

Based on the On Protocol, various 
fields of service are released as On 
Series.And mutually secure the user 
and use the token together.

* The figure is a example for 
understanding.

DApp ecosystem adopting on On Protocol as business platform

On-Series DApp 
(including Revese DApp)

Inflow of users from FANZY

LendignOn

Reverse

DApp

PlayOn

Reverse

DApp

MemoryOn

DebateOn

EnterOn

K-POP

On

Cartoon 
On

e-Sports

On

On Protocol
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2-5. 1st DApp: FANZY 
2-5-1. V-Commerce 3.0 : Changing market trends 

After the V-Commerce 1.0 period, represented by TV and home shopping, content 
consumption and sharing have been accelerated from 2010 due to the popularization of 
mobile devices and development of various platforms such as Youtube. Influencers, 
celebrities, MCNs, etc. are leading the market as companies are beginning to change to 
meet fast-moving consumers looking for fun-oriented video contents. This is called the V-
Commerce 2.0 period.

V-Commerce 1.0

2000 ~ 2010


TV Program Producer, distribution firms 


TV, PC


Details and uses of a product


TV home shopping, utilizing video 
contents in e-commerce

Year: 


Leader:


Device:


Contents: 


Features:

V-Commerce 2.0

2010 ~ Now


Influencers, firms, MCN


PC, Mobile


+ Interesting characteristics


Utilizing various SNS, Shopping Mall, 
YouTube, many platforms 

Year: 


Leader:


Device:


Contents: 


Features:
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V-Commerce 3.0

2020 ~


+ the individuals and participants who need to do both marketing and sales


Mobile


+ VLOG, blockchain


Utilizing incentive and ecosystem of cryptocurrency, private trade account 
based on blockchain

Year: 


Leader:


Device:


Contents: 


Features:
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V-Commerce 3.0


“A Incentivizing Tokenized V-commerce”


2-5-2. V-Commerce 3.0 Proposed by FANZY 

In order for V-Commerce to become a new form of fusion of existing media and 
commerce, interesting content is fundamental, and professional information and credibility 
of content creators must be based on it.

In addition, content producers and general users, as data producers and users, are the 
biggest contributors to the platform ecosystem, and have been taken for granted without 
compensation, and now they need reasonable rewards and incentives for their activities.

  Furthermore, a blockchain-based currency that is guaranteed to be reliable and 
worthwhile must be available globally so that anyone, regardless of country, size and 
qualification, can actively participate in economic activities.


This is the V-Commerce 3.0 proposed by FANZY.
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Service Users

(User, Curator)

An influence like a YouTuber

Creator

Manufacturer · A retail dealer

Company

Display and sell products and 

services of partner companies

1 Merchandise Display

Make revenue by exposing promotions 

and commerce in one place

1.Promote by uploaded video

2.Make revenue by tagging products in video

2 One Stop Commerce Solution
Easy item registration related to video

1.Search for products using the shopping API

2.Tagging goods by drag & drop

3 Smart Curation
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2-5-3. Main Functions of FANZY Service 

A. Drag & Drop - Smart Curation Merchandise 
- Users can find products and services hidden in every video and tag the video using a 

simple procedure called Drag & Drop. Incentives are provided for these actions to 
encourage user engagement and facilitate transactions.


B. Incentive System : FX Incentive & fanzy Token swap 
- Incentives for participants' contribution activities (watching, tagging, posting, 

participating, etc.) are kept in wallets with FX coins. FX coins can be swapped to fanzy 
tokens, can be paid for goods and services, and can be exchanged with other users.


C. MyShop (Creator’s Market) 
- Products or services, introduced by creators or their videos, can be traded by fanzy 

token. Even if there is no video or product, anyone can open a shop with videos and 
products provided by FANZY, and can activate transactions through promotions. 
MyShop owners can be rewarded for these promotions.


(*Capital letters FANZY refer to services, lowercase fanzy refers to a token)
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The FANZY service gives users an opportunity to generate additional revenue through the 
tagging function of MyShop (Creator's Market) and video-related products and services 
centered on the incentive system, and helps them communicate more fun and 
meaningfully through open video chat. It recommends related contents by analyzing the 
dialogue context of the chat room.


   These differences make it easy and innovative to engage in economic activities, while 
allowing fun and effective communication with a wide variety of people, from professionals 
to the general public.
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2-5-4. F-Marketing 
<Official channel marketing through FANZY>

“The F in F-Marketing has an ambiguous meaning of FANZY and Flag.” 


When a user or viewer sees a video with a lot of flags on it, the speed of reward is 
accelerated.

Even if you watch the same video, you get more rewards. Advertisers can purchase a flag 
and place the flag on a related video that wants to increase the advertisement exposure of 
the product.


The exposure time of advertisement images of most advertisement platforms is very 
limited. Most of the users skip at 5 seconds, and it is difficult to feel the reason to watch 
the advertisement video until the end.


However, viewing advertisements through F-Marketing gives you more incentives, so you 
are motivated to watch advertisements. This allows advertisers to relatively maximize 
advertisement exposure compared to cost.

Flag Advertising Effectiveness and Marketing :

  Flag(Incentive Accelerating Items) : The more flags there are, the greater the incentive.

→ The advertiser puts a flag on the desired video through the purchase of the flag.

Maximizing advertising efficiency : 

Banners are assigned to places where advertisements are effective to increase 
advertisement efficiency and users get more rewards.

Flag's�incentive�levels�are�as�follows:

Subscribe


Subscribe, Product


Subscribe, Product, Ad.


Subscribe, Product, 
Premium Ad. (or FANZY 
Uploaded directly)

FANZYAdvertiser Ad. Effective ↑↑Video B

Video A

Video CPurchase�:�
Incentive�resources�

fanzy�token�revenue
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2-5-4. Mobile HomeShopping 

<Company of MCN and marketing video + product of company = Mobile home shopping >

FANZY Mobile HomeShopping enables companies to cooperate with MCN and provide 
video based shopping service through FANZY.


Company pays MCN product related creator video consult and advertisement 
commission, FANZY advertisement commission, and MCN use as view reward resource. 
User receive more view reward and receive additional Fanzy when ordering a product as a 
concept of payback.

Company MCN

Advertisement Request

Selling Fee, 

Watching 
Reward 

Accelerating

Video

Upload

Watching Reward

Accelerating

User

Buying

Company’s Product
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2-6. Issuance of Fanzy Tokens and FX Tokens, and Related 

Markets 
On-Protocol issues Fanzy as an incentive and through purchases for contributions from 
ecosystem or platform participants. FX Coin aims to issue 5 billion units in four years after 
FANZY Service Version 1.0. This is based on market share targets for the relevant market.


2-6-1. Social Media Related Markets 

In most global statistical and analytical organizations, the global SNS, MCN, Influencer, 
Crowdfunding and talent sharing markets totaled $ 319.3 billion by 2023, and the number 
of social media users is estimated at 3.29 million. 

Resource: Statista, Google, youtube, Hootsuit, We are Social, Mediakix  Reports

Number of social media users worldwide from 2017 to 2023

2.4

2.7

3

3.3

3.6

2017 2018* 2019* 2020* 2021* 2022* 2023* 2024*

3.29 billion users

Global Market  Size 
(on SNS, MCN, Influencer, Crowdfunding, talent share Market)

0

100

200

300

400

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018* 2019* 2020* 2021* 2022* 2023*

USD 319.37 billion
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2-6-2. E-commerce market 

Global retail e-commerce sales volume of this year is approximately 3.53 trillion dollars, 
and is expected to reach 6.54 trillion dollars in 2023.

E-commerce has taken part of 14.1% of the retail selling this year. This is expected to 
reach 22% in 2023.

Commerce is one of the biggest digital activity in the world. Mobile shopping through 
smart device is increasing drastically in Asia pacific areas due to digital development and 
increase in commerce. 

22%

Resource:: Statista2019

E-commerce share of total global retail sales from 2015 to 2023

0%

6%

12%

18%

24%

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020* 2021* 2022* 2023*

Retail e-commerce sales worldwide form 2015 to 2023 ( in billion U.S. dollars )

0

1,750

3,500

5,250

7,000

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020* 2021* 2022* 2023*

USD 6,542 billion

Resource: Statista2019
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2-6-3 The Market Share for the relevant market and the value of FX Token 

Aside from the DApp Series, the calculations for FANZY’s service 2023 market share is 
projected 0.0049% from $6.8 trillion (apr.8.16 quadrillion KRW) combined of $319.3 billion 
(apr. KRW 382 trillion) global social media market, and $6.54 trillion (apr. 7.9 quadrillion 
KRW) global retail e-commerce market. (projection base price: 10KRW/1 FX)


If there is an increase in value per FX unit, and the market share rises resulting from the 
overall value increase of FX, if the market value of FX is 100 KRW, the 4 trillion KRW 
market cap, and market share will rise to 0.049%. This situation is an extremely 
conservative approach to the On protocol-based Fanzy Platform. When the market share 
reaches 1%, the value of FX is 2,041 KRW per unit, and the market cap approaches 81.6 
trillion KRW.


2-6-4 About Video Commerce Market 

The online commerce market is pivoting its focus toward the video market. However, while 
the traditional online commerce market focuses on bringing users in from video platforms 
such as TV and YouTube to advertise content, recently, its role changed to directly or 
indirectly help sell products, a.k.a. Video commerce. 

A creator or seller related to a product will appear to demonstrate the product, or a public 
review will be made into a video to deliver the product in a friendly and relaxed manner. 
And sometimes live broadcasting will give real-time feedback as shown on TV's home 
shopping broadcasts. 

The fact that commerce services sold products through videos have had a majority of 
positive effects proves the possibility of online commerce and video meeting.   

 - The U.S. IBEX site saw its purchasing conversion rate rise 140% after introducing the 
product through a video.  

 - The Max and Spencer site in Britain saw a 64% increase in sales after entering video 
commerce. 

 - In the case of Hyundai H Mall, the transaction amount of the goods that provided the 
video advertisement more than doubled. 

 - B brand's diaper products did not have a high awareness of quality. However, 
TicketMonster live broadcasting resulted in a 130-fold increase in sales.
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The reason why people pay attention to videos in commerce service is because of 
curation. The more products you have to consider while shopping, the more difficult it is 
for users to make a decision. Commerce services need to consider which products to 
select, recommend, and how to show them to help users choose. If, in the past, 
personalized product recommendations have emerged as an answer to which product 
(what) to recommend, the video emphasizes what form (how) the selected product will be 
delivered to focus.

 
In the current trend of content consumption, efficiently produced and proactively 
participated video contents are considered as Snack Contents. Users respond and 
partake regardless of their purchases if they feel pleasure through videos. Curation using 
video clips recently delivers products in the form closest to users’ propensity.


Not only viewing the images, but users make dynamic feedbacks. The video brings the 
users one step closer to the purchase decision. The sales effect through video clips has 
long been proven through TV home shopping. While the information previously 
encountered on webpages is flat and one-sided, the video is stereoscopic, and sometimes 
real-time feedbacks are made. Video stimulates the user's desire to buy in a variety of 
ways because it allows the indirect experience of the product. Users experience some 
psychological changes while watching videos, which also change their perception of the 
product.


When you immerse yourself in a video, it gets you away from realistic factors. Sometimes 
when looking at a smartphone, you fail to detect someone coming near you. It is called 
immersion as it focuses on objects that are not aware of their surroundings. Once 
immersion starts, it wants to stay in place without stopping, and there is a sense of 
distance from the real world outside the target. Therefore, with an immersed user, no 
realistic stress stands between the purpose of the purchase, so the probability of 
purchase increases much higher. 

The feelings you feel while watching the video are transferred to the product. Users are 
more likely to assimilate psychologically when a promising creator appears or when a cast 
with similar concerns appears to express satisfaction with the product. The information 
needed for product selection is becoming more fruitful and more enjoyable with the 
addition of an exciting element to shopping. It is meaningful that commerce is becoming 
‘close to users’ through video content. What everyone needs is what you need-from flat to 
stereoscopic information, from one-sided messages to two-way communications-the 
online commerce service is evolving close to the user.
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These days, social media such as Facebook Instagram, YouTube and Africa TV are 
posting various video clips that use or promote products. There has also been a 
noticeable increase in the activities of micro influence (between 500 and 10,000 followers) 
who specialize in certain products. They only show the product being judged or used 
directly, but it is already widely known to the retail industry that the promotional effect is 
excellent. Some manufacturers join hands to promote their products. Video commerce is a 
preferred sales channel for small and medium-sized companies, which are traditionally 
hard to find specialized channels for sales and publicity.


Although some equipment is needed to produce mobile videos, it is not comparable to TV 
home shopping. It is about similar to what a YouTuber should have. Recently, it has been 
getting easier to prepare. As the mobile shopping market has been on a path to growth, 
advertising companies, which had received orders mainly from large companies, have 
turned their eyes to the video commerce market. Because unlike TV commercials, the 
agencies make commercial videos at a much lower budget. With the rapid growth of the 
mobile shopping market, even home shopping and video content companies are now all 
interested in producing mobile-only promotional videos. 

Videos are evolving beyond mere spectacles into an effective marketing tool.

The V-Commerce activation will stem from the spread of mobile shopping trends 
stemming from the expansion of smartphone retention rates, and the importance of V-
Commerce will increase further in line with the rise of the online retail market. The 
advantage is that product information, which is difficult to understand just by introducing 
existing images and text-oriented products, can be provided as a quick video, which can 
attract consumers' attention and enable direct communication with consumers.


Mobile-era commerce will eventually result in the expansion  
of the video commerce market. 

In this context, FANZY is the most appropriate and most innovative way to build the V-
Commerce platform.
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2-7. On Series & Example of Reverse DApps 
Many DApps that centered on FANZY in various fields are provided to users and every 
organization of economy. So, users can get the opportunities to show their talent and use 
those services and assets with Fanzy token.

Service DApp in various fields

Block Chain Based

Beauty

 &Fashion

e-Sports

Art

Design

Cartoon Cook

Social

Sports

MCN Health

Entertainer Video &

 Photography

On Protocol
DApp Users Participating 

organizations 

in the ecosystem
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1st DApp FANZY

Art On Debate OnMemory On Play On Collective 
Intelligence -OnHug On

FX FX Ⅱ FX Ⅲ FX Ⅳ FX Ⅴ FX Ⅵ FX Ⅶ

2nd DApp 3rd DApp 4th DApp 5th DApp 6th DApp … Reverse

Generation Series FX Coin
From 2nd DApp, Fast User Gathering  & Market Penetration Using User Pool of 1st DApp Fanzy

DApp�Roadmap
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III. Ecosystem Expansion
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3-1. DApps & Eco-Player Proliferation Strategy 
The On protocol integrates and manages user information and transaction information in 
all DApps for user convenience, and makes all DAPPs available with single account and all 
informations are shared between DAPPs, so users will be able to access and use the 
service without worrying about accounts,  boundaries of DApps, online and offline. The AD 
chain integrates advertisement requests and provides customized advertisement to users 
in timely manner based on the systematically managed information of the users in the 
Data Management Chain.

The DAPPs in the On Protocol 

are available with a single account. 

And they are exposed and 

do marketing mutually.

Cross DApp Marketing Regardless of the type of talent,  
online or offline, you can purchase  
the Creator's talent and  
the services and goods provided  
by Eco-Player.

MyShop (Creator’s Market)

Data Management Chain

All transactions made in DApp 

are consolidated and managed. 

And information is shared 

in DApp and ADchain.

Through the learning of

 the integrated transaction data, 

AI provides information 

(or advertisement) necessary 

to the user in timely manner.

AD Chain

Hyperledger SDKs, APIs, SmartContract, Indentity Management

The functions provided by On Protocol works through SDKs, APIs, and SmartContract, 

Using the Identity Management feature, users can access all services with single account.
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The On Protocol encourages collaboration between eco-players and On Protocol adoption 
of existing talent-related services, in order to build a fast ecosystem and Fanzy usage 
places. With the financial and strategic support of On Protocol in the future, Eco-players 
and DApp will be developed into three forms of Alliance, Investment, and Development, 
and the size and value of ecosystem will increase.

Alliance

Expansion into the global market 

DevelopmentInvestment

Integration of operators with 
superior technology or business 
models.

Equity acquisition or partnership.

Development as an integrated 
group in the ecosystem.

Development of DApps that 
can expect synergy with allied 
group.

Development of DApp with 
potential market value in the 
future.

Financial and business support 
to grow the allied group.

Realization of ecosystem 
expansion by investment on 
front and rear business.
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IV. Coin Generation Plan

* Market Promotion is issued in accordance with the circumstances of the expansion and 
global advancement of Ecosystem.
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Market Promotion
7.00%

Ambassader&Partner
8.00%

Team
15.00%

FX Incentive POOL
70.00%

FX Generation  
Plan

* FX�:�FANZY�EXCHANGE
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